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Area and sports lighting luminares, 10year complete 
warranty, DLC premium listed. From 5,000 - 276,000 Lumens.

LED area lights, decorative pedestrian area lights, bollards, 
floodlights, wallpacks, canopies and highbays all with 10 year 

warranties and BAA compliance available. 

Lumos Controls offers advanced Bluetooth integrated wireless 
mesh controls for solid state LED light fixtures.  
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Austin Ryall

                                                                                                                      
Engineered structural poles, base templates and lowering 

mechanisms from 10-175 feet.

High abuse, NSF washdown rated LED task, highbay and lowbay 
luminaires.

Decorative chandeliers, semi-flush, flushmounts, pendants, 
linear and other products intended for decorative residential 

or multi-family.

Wick Spaulding
Kiersten@rockymountainlighting.com

Kiersten Manwaring

(720) 833-1570 

Indoor and outdoor commercial and residential LED lighting, 
landscape lighting, LED ribbon/tape, exit/EM lighting and LED 

lamps. 

Aleo’s mission is the proliferation of energy-efficient lighting 
technology.  Aleo integrates advanced lighting controls and 

sensors to achieve further demand reduction, creating 
adaptive spaces for smarter lighting solutions. 

Competitive white goods (troffers, strips highbays), multi-family 
surface mounts, outdoor lighting and much more for the 

commercial and residential market.

Scout lighting offers a diverse range of linear and tape 
lighting. Scout's fixtures and rigid engines are architecturally 

and technologically in a league of their own

ETi Solid State Lighting, Inc. delivers high performing, high 
value LED lighting products to commercial, industrial, and 

residential consumers across the US and Canada

Recessed lighting, linear strip fixtures, surface mount downlights, 
highbays, troffers, panel lights, wraps, highbays and surface 

mounts. 

Off-grid solar lighting: Area lights, floodlights, sign lighting and 
wallpacks. Standard area lights, highbays and wallpacks are 

available. 

Simple wallbox controls, lighting control panels, daylight 
harvesting, low voltage controls, advanced wireless controls 

and building automation integration.

LED area lights, edge-lit panels, corn cobs, floodlights, 
highbays, downlights, troffers, exit/emergency lighting and 

sign lighting.

Steel and aluminum poles and pole accessories for street 
lighting, area lighting, high-mast and sports lighting.  

  
Engineered Structural pole structures. BAA level III compliant.

LED Area lighting, decorative LED are lights, wallpacks, post-tops, 
gas canopy fixtures, highbays, panel lights, poles and pole 

accessories. 

Solar products (racking, panels, inverters) well as a comprehensive 
solar lighting portfolio.

(720) 278-5786 (303) 345-7131
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